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Introduction
Since Berlekamp-Massey algorithm (BMA) for LFSRs [1] and Rational Approximation algorithm for FCSRs [2] were presented, linear complexity and 2-adic complexity of pseudo-random sequence have been thought as critical security criteria and a sequence is called good sequence if its linear complexity and 2-adic complexity are both larger than one half of its period.
After the security criteria of linear complexity has been given, many sequences families have been constructed and proved to be with high linear complexity (See [3] - [15] ). However, there are only a few kinds of sequences whose 2-adic complexities have been completely determined though the concept of 2-adic complexity has been presented for more than two decades. For instance, Tian and Qi pointed out that all the binary m-sequences have maximal 2-adic complexity [16] . In 2014, Xiong et al. [17] presented a general method based on circulant matrices to determine the 2-adic complexity of binary sequence. Using this method, they have proved that the 2-adic complexities of all the known sequences with ideal 2-level autocorrelation are maximal. Moreover, they proved that other four classes of sequences with optimal autocorrelation, i.e., Legendre sequences, Ding-Helleseth-Lam sequences [19] , Tang-Ding sequences [20] , and sequences constructed by Zhou et al. [21] , have maximal 2-adic complexity, too.
Sequences from generalized cyclotomic classes are large and important sequence families. Since Ding and Helleseth [22] presented some new cyclotomy and pointed out its applications in constructing sequences, many generalized cyclotomic sequences have been constructed and have been prove to have high linear complexities (See [3] , [6] , [7] , [11] , [12] , [14] , [23] ). But most of the 2-adic complexities of these sequences are still unknown.
In this paper, we will compute the Gauss periods based on Ding-Helleseth generalized cyclotomic classes from a prime power p n . As an application, combining the method by Xiong et al. [17] , we study the 2-adic complexity of Ding-Helleseth generalized cyclotomic sequence with period p n and a lower bound on the 2-adic complexity will be given, i.e., we prove that the 2-adic complexity is at least p n − p n−1 , which is larger than
, one half of the period of the sequence.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will give the necessary definitions, notations, and some previous results. Gauss periods based on Ding-Hellesth generalized cyclotomic classes of order 2 from a prime power p n will be given in section 3. And a lower bound on the 2-adic complexity of Ding-Helleseth generalized cyclotomic sequence of period p n will be given in Section 4. Finally we give a summarize on our results in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Let {s i } N −1 i=0 be a binary sequence of period N, where N is a positive integer.
Then the 2-adic complexity Φ 2 (s) of the sequence
i=0 is defined as the integer ⌊log 2 n⌋, i.e.,
where ⌊x⌋ is the greatest integer that is less than or equal to x.
Let p be an odd prime and n a positive integer. Then there exists a primitive root g of p n . Define
, i = 0, 1, is called Ding-Helleseth generalized cyclotomic class of order 2 from the prime power p n , which was introduced by Ding and Helleseth in [22] , and it is easy to see
. Correspondingly, the generalized cyclotomic numbers is defined as
For the above sets, Ding and Helleseth [22] have also given the following three results, which will be useful for the proof of our main result.
Moreover, it is not difficult to get the following result.
, where i, j = 0, 1; (2) For any n ≥ 2 and two positive integers n 1 , n 2 with n 1 < n 2 ≤ n, the element x (mod p n 1 ) runs exactly through every element p
, and the element x (mod p n 1 ) runs exactly through every element p n 2 −n 1 times in R (p n 1 ) when x runs through every element in R (p n 2 ) , where i = 0, 1.
According to this property, we can get the following decomposition of Z p n
Let ω p n = e 2π √ −1/p n be a p n th complex primitive root of unity. Then the additive character χ of Z p n is given by
and Gaussian periods are defined by
In this paper, we will prove that the gaussian periods in Eq. (5) are both 0 for any n ≥ 2. Then, using the gaussian periods, a lower bound on the 2-adic of Ding-Helleseth generalized cyclotomic sequence of period p n will be derived. And the result shows that the 2-adic complexity is large enough to resist the RAA for FCSRs.
3 Gaussian periods of Ding-Hellesth generalized cyclotomic classes from the prime power p n In this section, we will determine the Gaussian periods defined in Eq. (5). In order to do this, we need the following result which can be easily obtained, and we omitted the proof.
Lemma 5 With the notations as above, then for n = 1 the gauss periods satisfy η
1 + 1 = 0, and for n ≥ 2 we have x∈R (p n ) χ(x) = 0.
We will also use the following Lemma, which has been proved by Store [24] .
. Now, we give our first main result. 
Then we have η
Proof. Note that x∈Z p n ω x p n = 0. By Eq. (3), we have
By Lemma 5, we derive
Take n = 2, we get η
. So, by Lemmas 2 and 3, for n ≥ 2, we have
where the last equation comes from Eq. (7). And again by Eq. (7), we get the desire result. For the case of p ≡ 3 (mod 4), we can also get the similar result except that it additionally need the result x∈R (p n ) χ(x) = 0 in Lemma 5. ✷ 4 Lower bound on the 2-adic complexity of Ding-Helleseth generalized cyclotomic sequence of period p n Let p be an odd prime, n a positive integer, N = p n , and {s i } N −1 i=0 the DingHelleseth generalized cyclotomic sequence of period N defined in Eq. (4). Suppose A = (a i,j ) N ×N is a matrix of order N, where a i,j = s i−j (mod N ) . In this section, inspired by the method of Xiong et al. [17] , we will give a lower bound on the 2-adic complexity of {s i } N −1 i=0 . To this end, we will need the following three results, which can be found in [17] , [25] , and [24] respectively. for p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Additionally, we also need the following two Lemmas.
Lemma 10 Let {s
i=0 be the Ding-Helleseth generalized cyclotomic sequence of period p n . Then we have
Proof. Note that
, by Lemma 4, we have
where the last equation is by Theorem 1, η
Similarly, for 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1 and
, we have
The result follows. ✷ Lemma 11 Let p be an odd prime, n a positive integer, and N = p n . Then, for 1 ≤ m ≤ n − 1, we have gcd(2 p m − 1,
✷ Theorem 2 Let p be an odd prime and n a positive integer. Suppose
is the Ding-Helleseth sequence with period N = p n defined as in Eq. (4). Then the 2-adic complexity φ 2 (s) of
Specially, for n = 1, 2, the 2-adic complexity of {s i } N −1 i=0 is maximal. 
Summary and concluding remarks
In this paper, we derive the gauss periods based on Ding-Helleseth generalized cyclotomic classes of order 2 from the prime power p n . As an application, a lower bound on the 2-adic complexity of the Ding-Helleseth generalized cyclotomic sequence with length p n is determined. The result shows that the 2-adic complexity of these sequences is at least p n − p n−1 − 1, which is larger than the half of period p n and can resist the RAA for FCSRs.
